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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given the differential equation 
LY + M”)Y = 0, (1) 
where p(x) is a continuous function of a constant sign which does not vanish 
identically on any interval and L is a linear differential ,operator of order n on 
[a, ZJ] which is factored into a product of operators of first order: 
LOY = POY, 
LiY = PiWi-IY)‘, i = I,..., n, 
Ly = L,y. 
Here pi > 0 and pi E Cnpi on [a, b]. L,y ,..., L,-,y are called the quasi-derivatives 
of y(x). 
We consider the following eigenvalue problem: 
LY + APWY = 0, 
(L,Y)(4 = 0, 4i<ttq4i+%-L 
where a = x1 < x, < ... < x,. = b, -& n, = n, 0 < qi < qi + n, - 1 < 
n - 1, and ?zi is even whenever a < xi < b. The reason for the last assumption 
will become clear later. To stress the difference between the boundary conditions 
imposed at points xi , a < xi < b, and those imposed at the endpoints a and b, 
we write the considered eigenvalue problem in the form 
Ly + Ap(x)y = 0, 
(LY)(%) = 0, 
(Lty)(4 = 0, 
(-&9(b) = 0, 
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where I.(LZ) + x 2~2~ + v(b) = 72, 0 < qi < q< + 27ni - 1 < n - 1) v(n) 3 1, 
44 > 1, and 14 ,..., id, Cl ,..., j,,cb)) are two arbitrary sets of integers from 
co,..., n - 11. 
The following properties of the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of (2) 
are proved: 
The eigenvalue problem (2) has an infinite number of real eigenvalues 
(Theorem 2). The set of all eigenvalues of (2) has no finite accumulation poim 
and the sign of the real eigenvalues is determined by (- l)“(“)Xp(x) < 0 
(Corollary 2). To every nonzero eigenvalue there corresponds an essentially 
unique eigenfunction. Such an eigenfunction and its quasi-derivatives may have 
at points of (a, 6), which are not given in (2) only simple zeros. At a point X: 
where a sequence of boundary conditions is given in (2), at most one more 
consecutive quasi-derivative mav vanish. No quasi-d.erivative, except those 
given in (2), may vanish at the endpoints a and b (Theorem 1). 
If h = 0 is an eigenvalue, then a finite number of linearly independent 
eigenfunctions correspond to it. If the independent eigenfunctions belonging 
to the eigenvalue ;1 = 0 are arranged in a suitable order, and the other eigen- 
functions are arranged according to the magnitude of the corresponding eigen- 
values, then the ith eigenfunction changes its sign exactly i - 1 times in (a, b) 
(Theorem 3). The changes of signs of two eigenfunctions, which belong to two 
consecutive nonzero eigenvalues, separate each other in (a, b) (Theorem I). In 
every subinternal of [a, 61, the ith eigenfunction changes its sign for sufficiently 
large i (Theorem 2). 
An interesting case is obtained when all the n boundary conditions are given 
at the endpoints of the interval: 
Ly + Ap(x)y = 0, 
(LiY)(4 = 0, i E fil ,..., iI;>? (3) 
(LjY)(b> = O, j E ii1 9~-~,jn--k)* 
The ith eigenfunction of (3) has exactly i - 1 simple zeros in (a, b) and all of 
its quasi-derivatives have only simple zeros in (a, b). In addition we prove that 
the eigenvalues of (3) decrease as the boundary conditions are posed on higher 
quasi-derivatives (Theorem 6). 
Eigenvalue problems of type (3) were considered in several papers. When (3) 
is a selfadjoint problem, the existence of the eigenvalues is known and they are 
characterized by the max-min principle of Courant. Note, that multipoint 
boundary- value problems cannot, in general, be selfadjoint in the usual meaning 
[ 11, Theorem 31. Eigenfunctions of fourth order selfadjoint eigenvalue problems 
were discussed in [2, 3, 6, lo]. The max-min characterization of the first eigen- 
value was used in numerous papers to obtain necessary conditions for discon- 
jugacy. 
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Krein proved [S, 91 that the nonselfadjoint problem 
LY + MX>Y = 0, 
y(i)(a) = 0, i = o,..., k - I, (4 
y’yb) = 0, j = o,..., n - k - 1, 
is equivalent to an integral equation with an oscillating kernel. From this he 
deduced the existence of eigenfunctions and properties of their zeros. Karlin 
considered in [7] the operator L and boundary conditions more general than (3). 
He proved that if the corresponding Green’s function exists, i.e. h = 0 is not an 
eigenvalue, then &G(x, t) is an oscillating kernel. 
In this paper, (2) and (3) are investigated using methods of differential 
equations. As it turns out, it is essential to examine the case when h = 0 is an 
eigenvalue, and thus Green’s function does not exist, in order to enumerate the 
eigenfunctions and their zeros in (a, b). It is worth noting that rewriting Eq. (I) 
as 
(L + bP)Y + (A - &JPY = 0 
does not solve the problem of the eigenvalue h = 0 and the nonexistence of 
Green’s function. Indeed, for small X, the operator L + hap is factorizable on 
[a, b] [4, p. 951. But the quasi-derivatives related to this factorization are different 
from those which correspond to L, and the boundary conditions of (2) cannot 
have been expressed simply by them. 
2. BASIC LEMMAS 
Let y be a solution of (1). As in [5], we arrange the R quasi-derivatives 
L Oy,..., L,-,y in a cyclic ordeev so that L,y follows L,,y. Let x1 < xa < ... < X, 
be the zeros of L,y ,..., L,-,y in [a, b], so that common zeros of consecutive 
quasi-derivatives will be considered as multiple zeros but distinct subscripts 
will be used for zeros of nonconsecutive derivatives at the same point. Here, 
common zeros of L,-,y and L,y are denoted as a multiple zero. It is easy to see 
that L,y changes its sign at c if and only if an odd number of consecutive quasi- 
derivatives Lty, Lt+ly,... vanish at c. 
The number of consecutive quasi-derivatives of y(x) which vanish at xi will 
be denoted by n(xi , y), or if the considered solution y is obvious, by a(~,). The 
total number of (not necessarily consecutive) quasi-derivatives of y(a) which 
vanish at a point c will be denoted by V(C, y). Obviously, Y(C, y) = xZci=, n(~, , y). 
For example, let y(x) be a solution of the equation L,y + p(x)y = 0 and let the 
zeros of its quasi-derivatives be 
(LllYX4 = (LYX4 = 03 
&Y)(P) = GYM) = &Y)(B) = 0. 
&Y)(Y) = (-&Y)(Y) = 07 a:<p<y. 
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Here x1 = xe = 01, xs = /?, x4 = y, n(xl) = 1, n(xJ = 1, f2(xsj = 3(!), %(x4) = 2 
and v(o1, y) = 2, Y@, y) = 3, ~(y, y) = 2. 
Now we define for the interval [a, b] 
and 
I = {i 1 xi = a or xi = b or a < xI < b and n(x,) is even>, 
J = {j / a < xi < b and n(x,) is odd} 
N(y) = c n(xi) + c [12(Xj) - l]. 
iEI jEJ 
The following lemma, proved in [5], is the main tool in our investigation of 
J%b c-1). 
LEMMA 1. For h # 0, every solution of equatiorz (1) satisfies 
N(y) < n. (5) 
If N(y) = n, then I@, y) and n - v(a, y) are both even when hp(x) < 0 and both 
odd when Ap(x) > 0, Lty changes its sign exactly once between two consecutive zeros 
of L,-,y in [a, b] and these are the only changes of sign of L,y in (a, b) which are not 
zeros of L,-,y. 
Inequality (5) generalizes Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 of [12]. 
In the sequel we occasionally apply the operator L to functions which satisfy 
the boundary conditions of (2) but are not necessarily solutions of (1). The next 
definitions and notations are needed to count the number of the zeros and the 
changes of signs of the quasi-derivatives of such functions. 
Let f E Cn and let x1 < x2 < ... < x, be the zeros of L,f,..., L,+,f in [a, b], 
so that common zeros of consecutive quasi-derivatives will be considered as 
multiple zeros but distinct subscripts will be used for zeros of nonconsecutive 
derivatives at the same point. (If a quasi-derivative vanishes on some subinterval 
of [a, b] but not on whole [a, b], we count this subinterval as an isolated zero.j 
The quasi-derivatives off are not arranged, of course, in cyclic order, since 
there is no simple relation between L,f and L,-,f. For 1 ,( 1a < n, we denote by 
nn(xi , f) the number of consecutive quasi-derivatives among L,f,..., L,-,f 
which vanish at xi , disregarding the zeros of quasi-derivatives of higher order. 
For example, if f E C4 and it satisfies 
(Lof )(a) = (L3f )(a) = (LBf )(P) = (L3f )(P) = 0, a <B, 
then x1 = xg = 01, xa = p and nl(xlj = ?zg(xe) = 1, nA(xg) =;I 2 but rza(xr) = 1, 
4%) = 1. 
We define in the interval [u, b] 
I(h) = {i j xi = a or xi = b or a < xi < b and n,(x,) is even}, 
J(h) = {j ! a < xj < b and nh(xj) is odd), 
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and 
Nh(f> = c fZh(% Yf) + 1 [fZh(-% >f> - 11. 
&I(h) j&T(h) 
Let S(f) denote the number of changes of sign off in (a, b). 
LEMMA 2. Let f E P and let Lnf + 0 on [a, b], i < h < n. The?z 
s&f) 3 s(f) + Nh(f) - 12. (6) 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 is analogous to that of Lemma 1. The 
differences follow from the fact that nh(xi) is not the exact multiplicity of the 
zero xi and so a quasi-derivative may change sign at xi regardless of the parity 
of nh(xJ. 
We decompose I(h) and J(h) into disjoint subsets 
I#z) = {i E I(h) I (Ltf )(xi) = 0 but (-L-If )(4 f 01, 
J,(h) = {j~J(h) I (Ltf)(4 = 0 but CL,-,fKd + 01, 
t = o,..., ?z - 1. The set {x~ 1 i E It(h) u J,(h)), 1 < t < h - 1, consists of all 
the zeros zci , a < xi < b, of Ltf such that (L,-,f)(xJ + 0, while 
consists ot all the zeros of L,f = pOf. 
Let xi be a zero of L,f. Consider the number of consecutive quasi-derivatives 
amongL,f,..., L,-,f which vanish at xi . We sum these numbers for all the zeros 
of L,f and we denote the result by yt . yt may be smaller than the total number of 
zeros of L,f in [u, b], including multiplicities, since its definition does not take 
into account the full multiplicity of the zeros of L,f, but only the vanishing of 
Ltf,..., L&If. 
Assume that there are nz, ,..., 112~ consecutive quasi-derivatives, starting with 
L,-,f, which vanish respectively at q distinct points of [a, b]. Here we count 
only the quasi-derivatives, L,-,f,..., Lh--lf. Then yt-r = 11~~ + . .. + 112~ . At the 
same points m, - l,..., nz, - 1 consecutive quasi-derivatives, starting with 
L,f, vanish respectively and therefore 
Yt = @I - 1) + *.* + (T?Z, - 1) + C nhCxi> + C Tzh(xi>- (7) 
I,(h) J,(h) 
Between the q different zeros of Lt-,f, LJ has at least q - 1 changes of sign. 
Assume first that the multiplicities of the zeros of LJ at these changes of sign 
are not greater than h - t. Then the number of the consecutive quasi-derivatives 
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among L,f,...,L,-,f, which vanish at these points is odd and in J,(h) there are 
at least Q - 1 indices. Hence using (7), we obtain that 
or 
Yr 2 ml + ... + m* + c n&Q> + c [n7@J - 11 - 1 
I,(h) J,(h) 
yt > it-I + C fftt(3.t) $- C [7?h(xj) - 11 - 1: t = l,..., h - 1. (8) 
It(h) J*(h) 
JVe have 
y‘, = c 7zh(xf) + c %ixj). 
I,,(k) J,+k, 
If the multiplicities of the zeros of L,f at the points where it changes its sign 
are not greater than k, then the number of consecutive quasi-derivativ-es among 
L,f,..., L,,f which vanish at these points is odd and in Jo(h) there are exactly 
S(f) indices. Hence 
YO = I$l %kcXi! i Jg, [nk(xjj) - 11 t- XC. 
0 0 1 
Adding the inequalities (8) and using (9), we obtain 
k-l 
i 
?3-1 3 s(f) + c 1 c Izk@i> + c [%@j) - 
t=O I,(h) Ji(k) 
or 
Yh-1 3 s(f) + Nh(f) - (I7 - l>* 
ykP1 is, by definition, the number of distinct zeros of L,-,f in [n, a]. Between any 
two of them Lhf changes its sign, hence the number of changes of sign of&f, 
which are not zeros of L,-,f is at least S(f) + N,(f) - h. 
If xk is a point where L,f changes its sign but more than ii consecutive quasi- 
derivatives vanish there, then nk(xk) = k. Similarly, if between two consecutive 
zeros of L,-,f, L,f changes its sign at a point xii but more than la - t quasi- 
derivatives, starting with L,f vanish at xk , then n7L(~7,.) = h - t. In both cases 
z~(x~) may be even and Lnf may change its sign. Now R $ J(k), but Lh f changes 
its sign at a point which is a zero of L,-, f. Hence also in this case Lk f changes its 
sign in (a, b) at least S(f) + N7c(f) - h times. Therefore (6) is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. If f E C”, Lf + 0 andf satisJies the boundmy conditioons of (2), 
then 
S(Lf > a xf>+ 
Mcweoaer, S(Lf) is not smaller than the number of zeros off in [a, b] which are sot 
giz:en in the boundary conditions (2). 
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Proof. If f satisfies the boundary conditions of (2) then N,(f) > n and the 
inequality follows by (6). Let f h . ate a zero of multiplicity m which is not given 
in (2). The even part of m is added to the term Nn(f) in (6) and if m is odd, 
one is added to S(f). Thus the right hand side of (6j is not smaller than the 
number of the zeros off which are not given in the boundary conditions. 
When y is a solution of (l), S&y) = S(y), hence (6) implies N,(y) < n. 
However, this inequality is weaker than (5), since n,(xi) < ?z.(x~) and N,(y) < 
N(y), because n(~,) counts zeros in cyclic order. 
3. EXISTENCE OF EIGENVALUES 
We apply Lemma 1 ‘to prove some properties of eigenvalues of (2), if such 
eigenvalues exist. 
Let y(x) be an eigenfunction of (2) corresponding to the nonzero real eigen- 
value A. By the boundary conditions of (2), N(y) > n and by Lemma 1, N(y) < n. 
Therefore N(y) = n, so +(a+) < 0 (hp(x) 3 0) when v(b) is even (odd), i.e. 
(-l)y’“‘Ap(X) < 0. 
Let y. ,..., yn-r , be a set of n linearly independent solutions of (l), e.g. the set 
determined by (L,yJ(n) = Sij , i, j = O,..., n - 1. The eigenvalues of (2) are 
the zeros of the function d(h) defined by the fz x fz determinant 
JJ~(x),...,~,-~(x) are entire analytic functions of X and therefore d(h) is also an 
entire function. Now it follows that the eigenvalues of (2), if they exist, have no 
finite accumulation point. For, if the eigenvalues, which are zeros of d(h), had a 
finite accumulation point, the entire function d(h) would be identically zero and 
every h would be an eigenvalue. But (2) cannot have both positive and negative 
eigenvalues. Thus we have proved 
COROLLARY 2. The set of all eigelzvalues of (2) h as noJinite accumulation point. 
The sign of the no?zxtio real eigenvalzm of (2) is determined by (-l)“(b)Ap(x) < 0. 
Henceforth h will be always real. 
To establish the existence of eigenvalues of (2), we consider a solution of (1) 
which satisfies only IZ - 1 of the boundary conditions of (2). So we delete one of 
the boundary conditions of (2) p osed at one of the endpoints, e.g. the condition 
&,y)(b) = 0. 
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LmmA 3. Given the n - 1 boundary conditions 
WtYk) = 09 ~~~<c<4.~+2nz,-l, a<xi<b, 
W&4 = 0, t E {il , i, ,..., i,(d), 
P&y)(b) = 0, t E {k ,j3 I...,j”d. 
(a) For h f 0, Eq. (1) has an essentially unique sobtiony(x, A) satisf~ukg (10). 
(b) Two consecutizje quasi-derivatives of y(x., A) cannot have zeros at the 
same point of (a, b) in addition to the xeros posed in (IO). Moreovert at most one 
of the quasi derivatives L,y(x, A),..., L,-,y(x, A) can have a zero at most at ooze 
of the two endpoints a, b in additiolz to the xerosposed in (10). 
(c) L,y(x, A) is an entire analytic function of A. The points z&me L,y(x, A) 
changes its sign, considered as functions of A, aye contimonu. 
Proof. First we note that for h = 0, equation (1) may have several inde- 
pendent solutions satisfying (10). Th ese solutions will be studied later. 
(a) Every linear homogeneous differential equation of rz-th order has a 
nontrivial solution which satisfies 72 - 1 given homogeneous boundary condi- 
tions. For equation (1) and boundary conditions (lo), this solution is unique. 
Every solution of (1) and (10) satisfies AT(y) 3 n - 1. If there are such two 
independent solutions y1 , y1 , we can choose a linear combination cryI f cry2 f 
so that one of its quasi-derivatives has an additional zero at one of the endpoints. 
Then N(c,y, + caya) = n and the additional zero can be chosen so that the 
parity of y(b, cry1 + cays) contradicts Lemma 1. 
(b) If two consecutive quasi-derivatives of y(x, A) have zeros at the same 
point of [a, b] or L,y(x, A) ,..., L,,y(x, A) have two zeros at the endpoints a or 6, 
in addition to the zeros posed in (lo), then 
~(y(x, A)) > 2 + [l?(a) + 2 em, + (v(b) - I)] = n + I 
would contradict Lemma 1. Therefore at the points of (a, b) which are not given 
in (IO), all the quasi-derivatives may have only simple zeros and at the points xi , 
given by (IO), at most one more consecutive quasi-derivative may vanish. For 
example, let (L,y)(x,) = 0, qi < t < qi + 2mi - 1, be a sequence of boundary 
conditions of (IO). Now, ifLQ.i+eR6;y(x, A) . vanis es a x h t i f or some A, it has a simple 
zero at xi . On the other hand, if L,,-,y(x, A) vanishes at xi ? it has at .xI a zero of 
multiplicity 2m, + 1. 
(c) We first show that 
(L~lyo)W, -.y (L~pYo)(bjy .-.) (Lj,,~,Yo)(b), Y&j I 
y(x, A) = i 
(L~l~~7E-d(aj,.-., (Lj.iYn-d(b),...t . 
: /. . 
(Ljy~b,yn.-3Vh ~~44 1 
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Of course, the determinant is a solution of (1) which satisfies (10). We have 
only to show that for X f 0 it is not the trivial solution. If it were identically 
zero, the minor consisting of the first ?z - 1 columns would be of rank less than 
‘II - 1. This would contradict the uniqueness proved before, of the solution 
which satisfies (10). So the solution y(s, h) may be the trivial one only for X = 0. 
y(x, X) is an entire function of X for every x, since y,, ,..., y+r are such functions. 
By the intermediate value property it follows that the points where L,y(.x, h) 
changes its sign, in particular the simple zeros, are continuous functions of h. 
Reexamining the proof, one sees that the main point is that every solution of 
(10) satisfies N(y) 3 n - 1. So any other boundary condition of (2) at a or at B 
could be deleted, obtaining thus a similar solution 9(x, h) for which Lemma 3 
holds. 
As Lj1y(6, h) = &4(h), it follows that h f 0 is an eigenvalue and that y(x, h) 
is an eigenfunction for those values h for whichLjly(x, h) vanishes at b, and all the 
nonzero eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions are obtained from 
Ljly(b, h) = 0. Using this remark and Lemma 3, we deduce the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 1. To every nonxero eigenvalue of (2) corresponds a unique eigen- 
function. An eigenfunction y and its quasi-derivatives may have at points of (a, b), 
for whiclz zzo boundary conditiozzs are posed in (2), only simple zeros. At points xi 
of (a, b), for which bouzzdary conditions are posed in (2), at nzost one consecutive 
derivative of y can have a zero, in addition to the xeros posed in (2). The only 
quasi-derivatives of y which vanish at tlze endpoints a and b are those determizzed izz 
(2). Bet.ween any two conseczttive zeros of L,-, irz [a, b], L, chazzges its sign exact& 
once, and these are the only Zeros of L, in [a, b] wkich are not given in (2). 
The next lemma describes the behavior of the zeros of y(x, X) as h --+ CO. 
LEMMA 4. In every subinterval of [a, b], y(x, A) azzd all its quasi-derivatives 
change their sigzzs if j X 1 is large enough and its sign is determined by 
h(-l)V(b)p(x) < 0. If v(b) > 1, the assertion holds for large values of h of both 
signs. 
Proof. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that h > 0 and 
(- l)“u’)p(s) < 0, because equation (1) can be written as Ly + (-A)( -p(x)) y = 0. 
We shall prove our lemma for a larger family of solutions yn(x), 0 < h < co, 
which have the following property: 
Property P. If p(x) < 0 then for every h > 0, one of the quasi-derivatives 
of y,{(x) vanishes at b and if (-l)lbp(x) < 0 then for every X > 0, one of the 
quasi-derivatives of yn(x) vanishes at a. 
Obviously, if p(x) > 0 and 12 is even, every family of solutions has property P. 
The solutions y(x, ,\) have property P. At least one quasi-derivative of y(x, X) 
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vanishes at n since V(LZ) 3 1. If p(x) < 0 then (- l)y(“)~(x) < 0 implies that v(b) 
is even, and since r,(b) 3 1, we have v(b) 3 2. Hence V(S) - 1 3 1 and by (lo), 
at least one quasi-derivative of y(x, X) vanishes at b. If v(b) > 1, y(x, h) has 
property P regardless of the sign of h(- 1 )Y@)P(x) and the lemma holds svhenever 
Ihj+m. 
The origin of property P will be clarified in the course of the proof. 
First we note that it is enough to show that J’,+(X) changes its sign on every 
given interval for h sufficiently large. For its quasi-derivatives the same holds 
true by Rolle’s theorem. 
Assume on the contrary that yh.(x) 3 0 in [OL, 81 C [a, b], for a sequence 
hi ---f XJ. In the sequel the index i will be deleted. WTe normalize yn(x) at x = N 
bv 
n-1 
c (LiYJ”(4 = 1. (11) 
i=O 
If y,%(x) = CFIt c,(X) y<(x), where y. ,..., ynel are the 12 solutions of (1) defined 
by (L&(ol) = Sij , th is normalization is equivalent to CFzl cia(h) = 1. 
Integrating the equality LyA = pn(L,-,y,J’ between c1 and .x we have 
Repeating this process n - 4 times and substituting Ly, = -Apy,, , we obtain 
We estimate the absolute value of the right hand side. 
Since the pi’s are continuous and positive in [u, 61, nz < l/pi < M. The right 
hand side increases if l/pi(&) is replaced by M, the interval [CL, x] is replaced by 
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[a, b] and the summation is extended for 0 < i < n - 1. Hence, using (I l), (12) 
and (13), we obtain 
-$&y&J dt, j 
(14) 
for every a: < x: < p, 0 < q < 11 - 1 and every h > 0. 
There exists an index go such that the two terms inside the absolute value of 
(14) have the same sign for x = /3. If p(x) 3 0, the choice is go = 0, since 
y,+(x), (L,y,)(x), P(X) and h are non-negative for a: < x < p. If p(x) < 0 then the 
integral in (14) is negative for 01 < x < /3 and for all 0 < q < n - 1. One of the 
quasi-derivatives (L,y,)(@ must also be negative. If not, then from (L,y,)(/3) > 0, 
q = o,..., n - 1 and p(x) < 0 it follows like in Lemma (2.1) of [IO] that 
&y,)(x) > 0 in (p, co), q = O,..., n - 1. But whenp(x) < 0, one of the quasi- 
derivatives of yA(x) vanishes at b by property P. This shows that one of the 
quasi-derivatives, (&y,,)(/3), . 1s ne a ive g t as the integral. (When /3 = b, we may 
choose the quasi-derivative which vanishes at b to be LQOyA.) Thus it is proved 
that there exists a go such that the two terms in (14) are of the same sign at 
x = ,E. For this go 
for every h > 0. Note, that up to this point we have used only part of property P, 
that is, if p(zc) ,( 0, then a quasi-derivative of yh(m) vanishes at b. 
Now we prove similar inequalities for every 0 < q < n - 1. If the domain of 
integration in the integral in (15) is changed from the simplex 
into the smaller domain a: < t, < S < t,-, < ... < tqo+, < p, where 6 is a fixed 
number, a: < 6 < /3, we obtain (since the integrand has a constant sign) that 
for every h > 0. Since lipi 3 ffz, 
j+ . #-%-1 (/3 - s)n--po-l 8 p(tJ 
(n - go - I)! IS oL Pn(fn) Jan) dtn G A 
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or 
h -yn(t) dt < B 
for each h > 0. From (16) it follows by q integrations that 
is bounded by an absolute constant for every X > 0 and for every x satisfying 
01 < x < 6 and 0 < q < n - 1. Therefore the same holds for the second term 
in (14): 
l&Y,X4 e c (17) 
forh>O,ol<x<SandO<q<?a-1. 
Using (16) and (17), we shall prove that the fz - 1 quasi-derivatives 
L oyA ,..J&yh tend uniformly to zero in [01, S] for a certain sequence X + ;6. 
Let 0 < q < n - 2. By (17) we have that 
l&,YA)’ I = / &L,+,Y, / d MC. 
By (17) and (18), (L,yA 1 X > 0} is a family of uniformly bounded and equicon- 
tinuous functions. Hence, by Ascoli’s theorem, it contains a uniformly convergent 
subsequence. Let hi + CO be a subsequence such that the n - 1 quasi-derivatives 
L,Y,. ,...,L2YAi converge uniformly on [01, S]. Since yn.(x) > 0 on [01, S], (16) 
implies that y*.(x) converges uniformly to 0 when hi + A. If the uniform limit 
of LQyAi(x), 1 2 q < n - 2, would be nonzero on some subinterval of [a, 61, we 
would obtain by q integrations a contradiction to the convergence of yn,(x) to 0. 
The quasi-derivative L,-,y, , on the other hand, converges pointwise to zero 
on (01, S), and not necessarily uniformly. This difference follows from the fact 
that its derivative (LnPlyA)’ = --Xp~~/p,~ is not necessarily bounded as X + co- 
If / L,-,yAi / is bounded from below on some fixed subinterval of [ol, S] by a 
positive constant, we would obtain by an integration a contradiction to the 
convergence of (L,-,y, ,)(x) to 0. Thus L,-,y,,(x) tends to zero in a dense subset 
of [OI, S]. But (L,-iy,,J’ = -$y,,,/pn has a f&ed sign [01, S], which means that 
L,-,y+ is monotone there and 1 L,-,JJ,$~ / may have at most two local maxima, 
at a: and at 6. Therefore L +ryn, tends pointwisely to zero in (a, S) (see Remark 2). 
Consider the function 
f+(y, XT) = 1 gl(Liy)“(x)y. 
z 0 
The normalization (11) of Y,~(x) at 01 means ~(y,, , n) = 1, and the former parts 
of the proof imply that r(y, , x) converges pointwisely to zero in (ol, 6). Therefore 
1’(3’,% > #(Y, 7 cf) + 0 as X 3 co for every 01 < :Z < 6. 
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The last limit was obtained for y,,(x) normalized at 01. But the quotient is 
homogeneous and independent of the normalization, therefore the limit is the 
same one for all the multiples of yA . If yA is normalized at x = s, a! < s < 8, 
we obtain some multiple ofy,(x), say c(h) m(x). Th is solution, as the previous one, 
satisfies 
Now we shall use the other part of property P, which has no yet been used, to 
show that (19) is impossible. This will be done through reversing the order of the 
points by means of the transformation ,i: = -x. Equation (1) is transformed into 
Ey + (- l)“A$(n)y = 0 (20) 
in the interval [--b, -a]. Here y(a) = y(x), (&9)(Z) = (-l)~(L,y)(x), $(a) = 
p(x) and ~(j, 2) = r(y, x). Th e points a < 01 < s < t < 6 < /3 < b are trans- 
formed into -b < -/3 < -8 < f < i < -a < -a, where t” = -t, H = --s. 
By property P either (-1)“$(32;) 2 0 or one of the quasi-derivatives (&g)(Z) 
vanishes at the right endpoint f = -a of [-b, -a]. These properties of equation 
(20) are the same as those which has been used before for equation (I). Therefore, 
if y,,(Z) is normalized at 2 = i( =- t), the solution d(h)y,(5) so obtained satisfies, 
as in (19), 
aqayqy, ) S)/r(d(h)y,\ , i) = T& , S)/?(j, , f) -+ 0 (21) 
when h -+ co for every -8 < Z < S < --a. Since ~(7~) B) = r(y, , s) and 
r(p,, , tl) = r(yA , t), (21) contradicts (19). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Remark 1. From the proof of Lemma 3 follows that property P excludes 
families of solutions which converge monotonously to zero or to infinity. 
Property P is necessary, in general. Take the equation yC3) + ,u3y = 0, TV > 0. 
It is necessary to assume that a quasi-derivative of yA(x) vanishes at the left 
endpoint, because the solution Y(X) = exp(-px) - exp(-p.x/2) cos(3i/ap~/2) 
vanishes at x = 0 but it is positive on (- CO, 0) for every p > 0. When P(X) < 0 
and n is even, it is necessary to assume that quasi-derivatives of m(x) vanish at 
both endpoints. For example, the equation y w - ,u”y = 0 has the solution 
y = sinh(px) - sin@) with a triple zero at x = 0 but Y(~)(X) # 0, i = O,..., 3 
in (-03,O) U (0, co) for every y # 0. 
Remark 2. The uniform convergence of Lay, ,..., &-a~,~ on [01, 61 and the 
pointwise convergence of L,-ryn on (01,s) is illustrated by the equation 
yf3) + p3y = 0 and its solution y = (1 + pcL” + ,~“)-‘/a exp(-PLx), which is 
normalized at x = 0. Here, y, y’ -+ 0 uniformly on [0, co] and y” + 0 point- 
wisely on (0, “3) when p ---f co. 
Now we are able to prove the existence of eigenvalues of (2). 
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THEOREI$ 2. The bounda‘ary value problem (2) has an infide sequence of real 
eigenzabes. Given an arbitrary subinterval of [a, b], then an eige?lfunctioa which 
belo?zgs to a su&%iently large eigexvnhe, changes its sign in that subintewal. 
Proof. If (2) has eigenvalues, then by Corollary 2 they satisfy 
(- l)“@‘Ap(x) < 0. 
For convenience we may assume that (-l)l”“)p(x) < 0 and look only- for 
positive eigenvalues. This is possible since equation (1) may be written as 
Ly + (-A)(-p(x))y = 0. So let h vary in (0, co). 
The eigenfunctions of (2) are functions y(x, /\) for values of X for which 
LjIyfx, h) vanishes at b. When h ---f 03, then, by Lemma 3, the number of the 
zeros of L&x, A),..., L,-,y(x, X) in [a, b], x1 n(xi) + CJ n(.vj), tends to infinity. 
On the other hand, N(y(x, X)) = x1 n(xJ + EJ [IZ(X~) - 1] < fz for every h. 
Therefore, the number of the zeros xj of L,y(x, A),..., L,-,y(x, A) such that 
n(xj) = 1, tends to infinity. By using Rolle’s theorem and equation (1) we obtain 
that the number of the zeros of each quasi-derivative tends to infinity. 
We prove that the number of the zeros of a quasi-derivative Ljy(x, A) in (at b) 
which are not given in (lo), can vary as h varies in (Ot co) only when a simple 
zero enters (a, b) or leaves it through the endpoint b. 
Let us review what are the possible zeros of Ljy(x, A) in (a, b). 
A zero of L,y(x, X) in (a, b) is determined in (10) if the condition 
(L,y)(x,) = 0, qi < t < qi t 2?Ri - 1, a < xc < b cm 
appears in (10) and if qi < j < qi + 2m, - 1. In this case, E, y(x, h) has at xi 
a zero of multiplicity qi + 2m, - j for every h. 
Two consecutive quasi-derivatives of y(x, h) cannot have zeros at the same 
point of (a, b) in addition to the zeros posed in (10) Therefore at a point which 
is not given in (lo), Ljy(x, X) may have only a simple zero. At a point xi which is 
given in (lo), at most one more quasi-derivative may vanish. If for X = h, 9 
L*y& , A,) = 0, qi < t < qi i- 2% > (23) 
then L,y(x, h,) has at xi a zero exactly of multiplicity qi + 2m, - j + 1. 
Ifj = qi - 1 and if 
WCY)(“% 7 4) = 0, qi- 1 <t <qi+2m,- 1, 
then Ljy(X, &J = L,i-ry(~, &J h as at xi a zero exactly of multiplicity 2~2; + 1. 
First we show that two zeros of Ljy(x, X) in [a, b] which are not given in (lo), 
cannot meet as X varies. Assume on the contrary that when X ---f X, , two zeros 
which are not given in (IO) meet at c, a < c < 6. If c is not given in (LO) then 
L,y(c, X,) = Lj+Iy(c, A,) = 0, and this is impossible by Lemma 3. If c appears in 
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(lo), then it is easy to show by Rolle’s theorem that the number of consecutive 
quasi-derivatives of y(x, ha) which vanish at c is greater by 2 from the number of 
those given in (10). Again this is impossible by Lemma 3. Note that if the 
conditions given in (10) are, for example, (L,y)(xJ = 0, j < t < n - 2, we 
have to use the cyclic count of the zeros. 
Now we prove that the zeros of &y(n, X) in (a, b) which are not given in (IO) 
are continuous functions of X and they can be extended as long as they do not 
meet one of the endpoints. 
Let x(h), a < x(h) < b be a zero of L,y(x X), which is not given in (IO). If 
x(h,) is different of the points given in (lo), then it is a simple zero. By the 
implicit functions theorem, X(X) is a differentiable function of h defined in some 
neighborhood of h, . 
Now we assume that I coincides with a zero xi given in (10). That is, 
condition (22) is given at JL~ and qi <j < Q; + 2m, - 1 and in addition, y(x, )\,J 
satisfies (23) at .x~ = x(h). By Lemma 3, no additional consecutive quasi- 
derivative of y(x, X,) can vanish at xi . Hence&y(x, 4) has at xi = X(&-J a zero 
exactly of multiplicity 2mi + 1, i.e. L,y(.z, h,) changes its sign. &y(~, h) 
depends continuously on h, so by the intermediate value property Lpjy(x, X) 
changes its sign in a given neighborhood of x(&), when h is near X, . If for 
h f h, the change of sign ofl,$y(x, X) coincides with xi , the additional zero of 
&y(~, h) is constant, hence continuous. If the change of sign of &y(.x, h) is 
different from xi , then by Rolle’s therorem each L,y(x, h), qi < t < qi + 2m, , 
changes its sign near xi . In particular, Ljy(x, h) has a zero in a given neighbor- 
hood of ;ri = zc(h,) when X is near h, . By Lemma 3, this zero is a simple one. 
Moreover, in a small neighborhood of xi = x(h,) there is a unique such zero, 
since, as we proved before, two zeros which are not given in (10) cannot coincide 
as X -+ X, . 
Thus we have proved that if a < x(h,) < b, then x(h), the zero of Ljy(X, X) 
which is not given in (lo), is defined in a neighborhood of h, and it is continuous 
there. 
Since two zeros of L,y(x, X), which are not given in (lo), do not meet, x(h) 
can be extended uniquely as h varies as long as it does not meet one of the 
endpoints. For the same reason, the number of zeros of L,y(x, ;\) in (a, b), which 
are not given in (lo), can vary only when one simple zero enters (a, 6) or leaves 
it through one of the endpoints. 
If a simple zero ofLjy(X, A) meets a when X + h, # 0, then exactly one more 
quasi-derivative of y(x, X,-J vanishes at a, either if (&y)(u) = 0 appears in (10) or 
not. But then y(x, X,) satisfies ~(a, y) = V(CZ) + 1, v(b, y) = v(b) - 1 and 
N(y(s, h,)) = 1z, contradicting Lemma 1. Hence a zero of L,y(x, h) which is not 
given in (10) can appear in (n, b) or disappear from it as ;\ varies only when one 
simple zero enters (a, 6) or leaves it through the endpoint b. 
This conclusion holds in particular for Lj,Jj(X, X). But if a zero of &y(~, X) 
meets b, theny(x, h) becomes an eigenfunction of (2). 
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For a fixed A, , Ljly(x, A,) has a certain number of zeros in (a, b) which are not 
given in (lo), and when h + CG, their number increases indefinitely. Therefore 
an infinite sequence of zeros of L,,~(x, A) enter (n, b) through b when h -+ cc 
(and a part of them perhaps leaves (a, 15)). So the existence of an infinite sequence 
of eigenfunctions of (2) is proved. 
The assertion about the zeros of the eigenfunctions which belong to sufficientiy 
great eigenvalues follows from the property of the zeros of y(x, A), which was 
proved in Lemma 4. In particular, if x(X) is one of the zeros of L$y(s, A) which is 
not given in (lo), then X(X) --f a when h + co. Now the proof of the theorem is 
completed. 
From our former considerations it is clear why the number of the boundary 
conditions in (2), posed at points xi , a < xi < b, was required to be even. 
Nevertheless, the proofs of Lemma 4 and Theorem 2 may be applied also for 
different boundary conditions. For example, if one zero of odd multiplicity is 
imposed on a quasi-derivative at one of the points of (a, b), the corresponding 
boundary value problem has infinitely many eigenvalues of both signs. So 
assume that one of the boundary conditions is 
where n, is odd while the other boundary conditions are like those in (2). Let 
y(x, A) be the 01 t’ s u Ion of equation (1) which satisfies n - 1 out of the n boundary 
conditions, omitting the condition &y)(x,) = 0. Since nE - 1 is even, we have 
X(y(x, A)) 3 v(a) + C ni + (nl - 1) + v(b) = z - 1. 
i#l 
Therefore y(~, A) is determined up to a multiplicative constant. When h --+ 3r, or 
h -+ -SW, simple zeros of&(x, A) enter (a, b) through the suitable endpoint and 
traverse the interval toward the opposite endpoint. An eigenfunction is formed 
when a simple zero ofLQGy(X, A) meets x6 . 
Examining the proofs of Lemma 4 and Theorem 2 it is seen that a similar 
conclusion may be achieved when the given equation depends on X in a more 
complicated way. Let p(.~, h) be continuous for n < x < b, A, < h < A, and 
analytic for A, < X < A, . Let (--l)“(“‘p(~, A) < 0 and assume that p(x, )I) 
tends unformly to infinity on some subinterval of [a, b] if h + A,-. Consider the 
boundary problem which consists of the equation 
Ly + p(x, qy = 0 
and the boundary conditions of (2). Then this problem has an infinite sequence 
of eigenvalues, with no accumulation point in (Ai , A,). 
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4. THE ‘ZEROS OF THE EIGENFUNCTIONS 
All the boundary conditions imposed on&y in (a, b) are of the form 
GY)(%) = 0 O<t<2m,-I. (24) 
At the points of (a, 6), which are not given in (2), y(~, h) = L,y(x, h)/po(x) may 
have only simple zeros. When a simple zero ofy(x, h) meets a point xi , where (24) 
holds, y(~, h) has a zero exactly of multiplicity 2mi + 1, i.e., y(~, h) stiI1 changes 
its sign. The same thing happens when a simple zero of y(x, A) meets xi , where 
&Yh) = 0, 1 < t ,( 2mi, 
holds. Here a simple zero is replaced by a zero of multiplicity 2m, + 1. These 
facts suggest to inquire the number of the sign changes of the eigenfunctions 
in (a, b). This will be our next aim. 
The sign changes of the other quasi-derivatives have no such role. For, if 
a simple zero of&y(x, h) meets, when X -+ h, , the point xi , where the boundary 
condition (22) is posed in (2), the type of the zero xi ofLjy(x, L+,) depends on the 
parity of qi + 2n2, - j. 
As it was shown, to each nonzero eigenvalue h there belongs an essentially 
unique eigenfunction which is given by y(~, h). In contrast, several independent 
eigenfunctions may belong to the eigenvalue h = 0, if h = 0 is an eigenvalue. To 
obtain a complete picture of the eigenfunctions and their zeros, we first investigate 
the problem for the eigenralue h = 0. 
For h = 0, a system of n independent solutions yO(r),...,y,J~) of Ly = 0 
is given by 
Yd”) = %(X>~ 
The first r solutions and their linear combinations xiii aiyi satisfy the 
equation L,y = 0. 
If u = z:Ii aiyi , a,<-, # 0 and 2) = 2.‘:’ b .y. b .- z 0 2 z , , 1 f 0, are two independent 
eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalue h = 0, then b,f-lu - a,-,~ is 
also an eigenfunction and this eigenfunction is a linear combination ofy, ,,.., yrdz. 
Therefore, if the maximal number of independent eigenfunctions belonging to 
the eigenvalue /\ = 0 is I, then these eigenfunctions may be chosen as 
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Here I’~ , 1 < i < 1, are determined uniquely but the eigenfunctions ui are not 
determined uniquely. To Us an arbitrary linear combination of us(~),..., Z&X) 
can be added. 
fn the next lemma, the numbers E, or ,..., r1 appearing in the representation 
of the eigenfunctions of h = 0 in the form (25) are determined in terms of the 
boundary conditions in (2). 
LEMMA j. A necessary and su$icient condition that h = 0 is an eigerzrahe I‘0 
which there comespond exactly 1 independent eigenfunctions and that there is a set 
of 1 eigenfmctions of the form (25), is that foT every rt < q < I’~+~ , 0 < i < i 
(where i = 0 means 0 < q < rl and i = I means rt < q < B), at least q - i 
boundary conditions are posed on L,y,..., L,-,y a?zd exactly ri - 1’ conditions are 
posed on L, y ,..., L,+y. 
EquivaEe&, at least q - yi conditions are posed on the q - ri quasi-derivatives 
L,,Yl..., LQVly, when ri < q < Yi+l and exactly 1’; - riel - 1 conditiom areposed 
on the ri - yipI quasi-derivatives L,,-ly ,..., L,,-,y. 
Proof. Necessary. Assume that u1 ,..,, zI given in (25) form a maximal inde- 
pendent set of eigenfunctions which correspond to h = 0. Let r’i < q < ri+r and 
assume that at most q - i - 1 boundary conditions are posed on L,y,..., Lqdly. 
Then there exist at least i + 1 independent q-tuples (a,,! ,..., a,& such that the 
solutions vj = CzLi akjyp, j = I,..., i + I, satisfy these q - i - 1 conditions. 
zj satisfies Lqvj SE 0, so it satisfies any homogeneous boundary condition posed 
on L,y,..., L,-,y and it is an eigenfunction. Thus we have found i + 1 in&- 
pendent eigenfunctions which are linear combinations of y0 ,..., y4-r , q < I’~+~ . 
But according to (25), there are i independent eigenfunctions which are iinear 
combinations of y,, ,..., yri+l-5 . This contradiction proves the first part of the 
assertion. 
For q = ri - 1 we conclude that at least (ri - 1) - (; -- 1) = yi - i 
conditions are posed on L,y,..., L,+y. ZCi(x), 1 < i < E, satisfies L,.-Izli = 
~i,.-r,~ f 0, therefore, no boundary condition is posed on L,,-ry. To cornpiete 
the proof of necessity it is enough to show that at most ri - i conditions are posed 
on Lo, -, Lri-,y. We show this by induction on i. 
Since no condition is posed on L,.-,y, no sequence of consecutive 
boundary conditions of (24) splits when we consider only the quasi-derivatives 
L,y ,..., L,+y, and for every xt ? a < xf < b, such sequence is of even length. 
For i = 1, assume on the contrary that at least 1’: conditions are posed on 
-&Y>..., LTl-,y. By Lemma 2, we have 
S(Lrl-pl) >, S(u,) + NT1-&ll) - (l-1 - 1) 3 0 + Tl - (rl - 1) = 1, 
contradicting L,.--,u, = a,L-1,I 5 -C 0. Thus exactly ri - 1 conditions are posed 
of LsJ’,..., L,+y. 
Assume that we have proved that exactly y,--r - (i - 1) conditions are posed 
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on L,y,... , L,,-,+ y and assume that at least (ri -i) + 1 conditions are posed on 
L,Y,..., &.-,y. Then at least ri - ri-r conditions are posed on L,,-,y,..., L,f,-,y. 
Consider now L,,-ly as a factorizable differential operator of order pi - ri-r - 1 
applied to LTiml y. By Lemma 2, 
S(L,,& 3 S(L,&) + (Fi - T&l) - (Yi - Yi--l - 1) 3 1 
contradicting L,.+u( # 0. This completes the proof of the necessity. 
Su@ient. Assume that the boundary conditions of (2) satisfy the assumptions 
of the lemma. Then exactly ri - i conditions are posed on L,y,..., L,r,-ly. 
Therefore there exist at least i independent ri-tuples (a,,j ,..., ~,.~+~),j = l,..., i, 
so that vi = C:Ii akjy, satisfies these ri - i homogeneous conditions. Since 
L.$Vj = ... EL,_1 v. = 0, each of the solutions vr ,..., vi is an eigenfunction. 3 - 
If u,~-,,~ = 0 for j = l,..., i, then we have obtained at least i eigenfunctions 
which are linear combinations of y0 ,..., yr+ and when we arrange them as in 
(25), the i-th of them is xi:‘, u,,~Y~ , r~*-r,~ f 0, 4 < yi . Then, by the necessary 
condition which has been already proved, exactly 4 - i conditions are posed 
on L,y,..., L,-,y. But since 4 < ri , by the assumption of the lemma at least 
4 - (i - 1) condition are posed on Lsy,..., LQPly. Therefore for some j, say 
j = i,we have a,,-, i + 0, 
tions of the form (25). 
so we obtain that there exists a system of eigenfunc- 
We note that from Lemma 5 follows that the number I of independent eigen- 
functions corresponding to X = 0 and the structure of these eigenfunctions 
(i.e., the numbers y1 ,..., YJ depend only on the boundary conditions in (2) and 
not on the points xi or the operator L. 
COROLLARY 3. h = 0 is not an eigenvalue of (2) if and only ;f fey every 
q = I,..., n at least q boundary conditions are imposed on the q quasi-derivatives 
L,Y,..., J&Y. 
Corollary 3 is known. h = 0 is not an eigenvalue of (2) if and only if the 
Hermite-Birkhoff interpolation by the solutions y0 ,...,y+r of Ly = 0 at the 
points given in (2) is unique. Thus Corollary 3 is equivalent to Theorem 2 of [l]. 
EXAMPLE. h = 0 is an eigenvalue of 
y(8) + Ay = 0, 
y/(&l) = y’5’(&1) = y’6’(&1) = y”‘(&l) = 0. 
Here 1 = 3, r1 = 1, ra = 4 and ra = 5. As can easily be seen, the corresponding 
eigenfunctions are 1, x3 - 31d, x4 - 2x2. 
LEMMA 6. The number of the zeros of ui , 1 < i < 1 in (a, b) and the ,zeyos 
of L,Ui )...) Lridlui at the endpoints, which are not included in the boundary condi- 
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tiom of (2), is at most i - 1. ikloreover, ui cau be chosen so t at it will change its 
sign exactly i - 1 times at i - 1 given points of (a, b). 
Proof. By Lemma 2 we have 
w+.i4%) 3 S(Uj) + N,.i-,(ui) - (ri - 1). 
There are exactly ri - i boundary conditions imposed on L,y,..., L,T,-ly in (2). 
As no boundary condition is imposed on LTi,y, no sequence of consecutive 
conditions is split if we consider only boundary conditions imposed on 
L,Y,..., L,+y. If the number of the zeros of ui in (a, b) and the zeros of 
L 24. 0 z ?..=, LriM2ui at the endpoints, which are not included in (2), is at least i, then 
S(q) + NT,-,(uj) 2 i + (ri - i). 
Note that if ui has a zero of multiplicity m, the even part of m contributes to 
A?ri-l(~,) and 1 is added to S(u& if m is odd. Therefore S(L,i-lu,) > 1, contra- 
dictingL,+ui = const # 0. 
The ith eigenfunction, ui , is not determined uniquely and an arbitrary 
linear combination of u, ,..., uiel can be added to it. Therefore we can determine 
ui so that it will vanish at i - 1 given points of (a, b), distinct from the points 
x1 ,..., X, of (2). By what we have proved before, these i - 1 points are simple 
zeros of Us and they are the only points in (a, b) where ui changes its sign. 
We choose the eigenfunctions u1 ,..., uE which belong to the eigenvalue 
h = 0 as in Lemma 6, i.e. ui , 1 < i < I, changes its sign exactly i - 1 times in 
(a, b), and we arrange the other eigenfunctions according to the magnitude 
of the corresponding eigenvalues. This is possible since the eigenvalues have no 
finite accumulation point and they all have the same sign. The sequence of 
eigenfunctions will be denoted by u1 , us )... and the corresponding eigenvalues 
by A, , A, ?... . According to this notation, if i independent eigenfunctions 
belong to the eigenvalue X = 0, then 
0 = A, = ... = A, < ( A,,, j < ..‘. 
In Lemma 7 and Theorem 3 we determine how many changes of sign an 
eigenfunction has in (a, b). 
LEMMA 7. If Ui , uifl are two consecutive eigenfunctions which correspond to 
non-zero eigenvalues, then 
q%+l) = q4) t- 1, i > 1. (26) 
Proof. For convenience we assume that the eigenvalues are nonnegative. 
First we show that if two eigenfunctions u, v, belong respectively to two nonzero 
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eigenvalues h, EC, such that 0 < y < X, then u changes its sign in (a, 6) more 
times than v does, i.e., 
S(v) < S(u). (27) 
To prove this, we utilize an idea used. by Bochenek [3] for the boundary value 
problem 
L,Y + OPY = 0, 
y(a) = y’(a) = y(b) = y’(b) = 0. 
Let us choose a linear combination f = crv + cau such that one of its quasi- 
derivatives, which is not given in (2), vanishes at one of the endpoints. We shall 
prove that 
S(v) < S(f) -c S(u). (28) 
The function of f satisfies N7(f) 3 n + 1, and hence, by Lemma 2, 
S(Lf) > S(f) + 1. But Lf = --Ap[&/h)c,v + cam], therefore the function 
fi = (&!)cp + cau satisfies S(fJ > S(S) + 1. Forf, we have N,(fi) > n and 
hence, using again Lemma 2, S(LjJ 3 S(fr). Repeating this process m times, we 
obtain 
s((plqmclv + c,g b ..- > S((/-@)ClV + cgu) 2 S(f) + 1. 
When m + co, fn, = (&)Y~v + cau -+ cau, therefore S&J 3 S(U) for m 
sufficiently large. When m + a, a zero offrn cannot tend to one of the endpoints 
and two zeros of odd multiplicities of j cannot coincide, because each of these 
cases would imply that N(u) = N(limm+~f~J > n, contradicting Lemma 1. 
Therefore for sufficiently large nz, fm changes its sign in (a, b) the same number of 
times as the limit function cau does. Hence 
S(u) = wm> z S(f) + 1. 
This proves half of (28). 
To prove that S(V) < S(f), let g, = clv + (~/X)%az~. g,,, satisfies N,(g,) > TZ, 
hence S(Lg,,) > S(g,,,), where Lgm = -pp[clv + (&)“-lca~]. Repeating m 
times this process, we obtain 
S(c,v + (p/X)mc‘p) < S(c,v + (p/h)“-4,u) ,( **- < S(f). 
By the previous argument, for sufficiently large m, S(g,) = S(v), and the proof 
of (28) and (27) is completed. 
As shown above, the eigenfunctions of (2) are functions y(~, X) for values of X 
for which Ljly(b, A) = 0. 
Now we show that if we pass from a nonzero eigenvalue hi , to the following 
one, &+l , the number of the sign changes in (a, b) of the corresponding eigen- 
functions increases exactly by one. That is 
S(Y(% &,)I = S(Y(% u + 1. (29) 
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IfJil = 0, then the number of sign changes of y(.r, /I,+,) = L&X, Xi.+rj/pO(.~) in
(n, b) diEers at most by one from the number of sign changes of y(x, Xi). For, 
when a simple zero of L&x, A) meets a point xi of (a, b), where the boundary 
condition (24) determines a zero of even multiplicity, then S(y(,x, X)) does not 
vary. And when h meets an eigenvalue, then, as we have proved in Theorem 2, 
at most one simple zero of &y(x, X) = L,y(X, h) from (a, b) can meet 0. Hence 
1 (Y(x, Ai+l)) - S(J(X, hi)); G 1. AS h,+r > Xi > 0, S(~(X, Xi+,)) > S(~(X, A,)), 
and so, when jr = 0, (29) is proved. 
A.ssume now thatj, > 0. If S(~(.T, h,+r)) >, S(y(x, X,)) f 2, then between the 
eigenvalues Xi , hi+, , there are two values X, x”, 0 < hi < h’ < X” < X;--, , such 
that y(b, h’) = y(b, Y) = 0. B ecause only one simple zero of y(~, h) can meet b 
at once, and this cannot happen for hi (or for Xirl), since the vanishing of both 
L&B, h,) andlj, y(b, Ai) would imply N(~(N, X,)) > n + 1. Now, y(x, X’), y(x, h”) 
are also eigenfunctions of another boundary value problem, in which (L~j(6) = 0 
is replaced by (Lay)(b) = 0. Therefore, by (27), S(~(X, A”)) > S(y(s, A’)). As 
N(Y(x, h’)) = R, by Lemma 1 the quasi-derivative &(x, h’j changes its sign 
exactly once between two consecutive zeros of L,_,y(.x, xl) and all the zeros of 
L,y(.v, h’), which are not given in the suitable boundary value problem, are 
obtained so. Wence, the zeros of the quasi-derivatives of y(.1:, h’) are exactly 
the fixed zeros given in the boundary conditions and. those, whose existence 
may be deduced by Rolle’s theorem, i.e. the minimal number of zeros that is 
possible. The same holds also for y(~, Y). Apply now Rolle’s theorem to each 
of the quasi derivatives for x’ and h”. Since S(y(x, XR)) > S(~(X, h’)), the location 
of the zeros of the quasi-derivatives which was described before, imp!ies that 
alsoL,,y(x, h”) has in (a, b) more zeros which are not given in (10) thanLIyl(x, X’j 
has. This can happen only if a simple zero of &J(x, )I> enters (a, bj through b 
for some h, h’ < h < h”. But then (2) has an eigenvalue in [h’, h”] C (Xi , Xi+& 
which is impossible, since Xi, hii are consecutive eigencalues of (2). This 
contradiction completes the proof of (29). It also proves that when h increases 
through an eigenvalue of (2), p recisely 
(n, 6) through the endpoint b. 
one sitnple zero of Ljly(x, Xj enters 
THEOREM 3. Tize ith eigenfmction, ui , changes its sign exactly i - I times iz 
(LL, bj. That is, 
S(q) = i - 1, i = 1, 2,... . (30) 
PR+OQ$ The I independent eigenfunctions ur ,..., zcr , which belong to the 
eigenvalue A = 0, were chosen (using Lemma 6) to satisfy (30). To complete 
the proof of our theorem, it is enough, by (26), to show that the eigenfunction 
ur+r , which belongs to the first nonzero eigenvalue Xl+i , 1 > 0, changes its 
sign exactly I times in (a, b). 
First we shall prove that each eigenfunction J+(X) which corresponds to 2 
nonzero eigenvalue X, in particular ultl , changes its sign at least E times in (a, bj. 
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By Lemma 5, there are in (2) exactly rl - I boundary conditions imposed on 
L,Y,..., L, -1y, therefore n - rl + 1 conditions are imposed on the other n - rl 
quasi derivatives L,ly,...,L,-,y. Consider L,y as an operator of order n - rl 
applied to LTz y. No boundary condition is imposed on Lrc+ y, so no sequence of 
consecutive boundary conditions in (2) is split if we consider only boundary 
conditions posed on Lrz y,..., L,-,y. Therefore, by Lemma 2, 
S(Ly) 3 S(L,, y) + (72 - rz + 1) - (@ - rt) > 1. 
As hp3 = -Ly, it follows that y(x) changes its sign at least I times in (a, b). 
Now we prove that for sufficiently small E, y(x, E) changes its sign at most 
I times in (a, b). This result will be used to investigate the changes of sign of 
y(x, A) for X in (0, X,+,1. y(x, h) . is an entire analytic function of h, y(x, h) = 
y(x, 0) + XL, q,(Jr)hi. If h = 0 is a zero of multiplicity m of y(X, h), m 3 1, 
then y(~, 0) G 0. But X-Ugy(y(x, h) is a solution of (I) for h + 0 and as h --+ 0, 
v(x) = lim,\,, hP’ly(.~, h) is a nontrivial solution of Ly = 0 which satisfies the 
n - 1 boundary conditions of (10). If X = 0 is not a zero of y(x, h), i.e. m = 0, 
we take Z(X) = y(~, 0). 
Assume on the contrary that there exists a sequence l i -+ 0 so that S( y(~, Q)) > 
1+ 1. Then V(X) = lim,+, •;~Y(x, ei) has in [a, b] at least I + 1 zeros more than 
we required in (10). Since Lv = 0, let Lcelv, 1 < 4 < 1z, be the last nonzero 
quasi-derivative, i.e. L,-,v = const # 0, L,v = ... Lv = 0. Let ri < q < Y~+~ 
for some 0 < i < 1, where i = 0 means 0 < q < or and i = 1 means r1 < q < n. 
Since ri < q < rifl , at least 2 - i boundary conditions are posed in (2) on 
L,Y,...,L,-13’. 
Ifj, 3 Q, thenL,v,..., Loeiv satisfy these q - i conditions of (2), which are also 
conditions of (10). Moreover, since L,-p # 0, all the q - i conditions are posed 
in fact on L,v ,..., Lnp2v. But V(X) does not necessarily satisfy the condition 
(L,;,y)(b) = 0. If ji ,( 4 - 1, we delete this condition and thus obtain that 
L,v,..., LQpzv satisfy at least 4 - i - 1 of the boundary conditions of (10). 
Since LQelv f 0, no condition is posed in (2) on L,-l y in (a, b) (If q - 1 = jr , 
one condition is given at b). Therefore, when we consider only L,y,..., L,_,y, no 
sequence of consecutive conditions at a point of (a, b) is split. So at any point 
of (a, b), L,v ,...) L,-,v satisfy a sequence of conditions of even length. By the 
q - i - 1 conditions of (10) which are satisfied by L,p,..., L,-,v and the addi- 
tional I + 1 zeros which v has in [a, b], we obtain that 
and 
S(v) + N,-,(v) 3 (I + 1) + (4 - i - 1) 
.qL,-$9 3 S(a) + N*-,(a) - (4 - 1) 
>(I+ l)+(q-i- l)-((p- 1) =(2-i)+ 1 > 1, (31) 
contradicting L,-,v f 0. 
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We have proved that for sufficiently small E, y(~, E) changes its sign at most 
2 times in (a, b) and u~+~(zc) = y(x, A,,,) changes its sign at least I times in (a, b). 
To investigate the behavior of the zeros ofy(.r, h) for 0 < X < X,,, , we distinguish 
between two cases: 
If S(y(x, 6)) < I - 1 f or sufficiently small E, then S(y(x, h,+,)) = 1. This is 
proved using the same argument as in the proof of (29, since two changes of 
sign cannot be added to y(~, h) for 0 < X < AZ+, . 
If S(~(X, E)) = I for sufficiently small E, i.e. the number of sign changes is 
as large as possible, then L,~(x, c) h g c an es its sign exactly once between two 
consecutive zeros of L,-,y(x, E), and except these, L&x, E) has no additional 
zeros which are not given in (10). Otherwise, if L,y(x, E) has an additional zero, 
which was not taken into account in the proof of Lemma 2, we would obtain a 
contradiction as in (31). 
Now, if S(JJ(X, h)) increases for E < h < h,,, , then a simple zero of y(x, h) 
enters (a, 6) through b for some h, E < h < h,,, . Let this simple zero meet b 
for X’, E < h’ < &+1 . Then y(x, h’) has one more zero than the number given in 
(10) than y(~, c) h as. Apply now Rolle’s theorem for .I;,yjx, h) for X = E and 
h = h’. The location of the zeros of L,y(x, E) which was described before, 
implies that also &y(x, h’) has more zeros in (a, b) which do not appear in (1Oj 
then L,,Y(x, 6) has. This means that a simple zero of Li1y(2r, X) enters (a, b) for 
some X in (E, h”] C (0, A,,,), w IC h’ h . 1s impossible since (2) has no eigenvalues in 
(0, X&. This last contradiction proves that also in this case u~+~(Jz) = y(x, Xl+,) 
changes its sign exactly I times in (n, b) and the proof of the theorem is thus 
completed. 
Remark. The eigenfunction ui , i > 1, satisfies N(u,.) = n. So by Lemma 1, 
Lpi changes its sign exactly once between two consecutive zeros of L,-,zc~ in 
[a, b] and these are the only zeros of Ltui in [a, b] which are not given in (2). 
zli has in (a, b) exactly i - 1 zeros which are not given in (2). It follows thus; 
that the number of the zeros of each quasi-derivative of u( , which are not given 
in (2) is determined only by the indices of the quasi-derivatives given in (2) and 
it does not depend on the operator L, the coefficient P(X) and the points 
XI < ... <XT. 
COROLLARY 4. Far eae-ry c, ,..., ci , not all zero, we ha@e 
S(Cl% + ... + CiUi) < S(u,) = 2’ - 1, % = 1, 2,... . (32) 
This is proved by applying the argument, which was used to prove (28), to a 
combination of several eigenfunctions. 
THEOREM 4. Let zli ad ui+l be the eigenfunctions corresponding to tke nonzero 
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eigenvalues Xi and h,+l respectively and let q ,..., iyip and ,C$ ,..., ,Ei be the points in 
(a, 6) zuheye ui a?zd uitl change their signs. Then 
Proof. The boundary conditions imposed in (2) on ui = (L,u,)/p, and on 
%fl = (L,zc~+,)/~,, in (a, b) are of the form 
(LtY)(%) = 0, O<t<2mi-1, a<q<b. (24) 
Therefore Us and u~+~ have in (a, 6) the same zeros of even multiplicities and 
they may have different zeros only of odd multiplicities, i.e. changes of sign. Let 
01, p be two consecutive zeros of odd multiplicities of ui and assume that uifl 
has no zeros of odd multiplicities in [CY, p]. Let 01 < x1 < ... < xTR < /3 be the 
points where boundary conditions are posed on L,y in (2). If we take f(x) = 
u~(x)(x - x1)--‘27,11 ... (x - x&am”andg(x) = u~+~(x)(x - x&am1 ... (x - x&~Q, 
then g(x) # 0 in [01, /3], f(x) # 0 in (01, p) and f(a) = f (/3) = 0. Hence, by 
Lemma 1.1 of [lo], there exists a linear combination elf + c,g which has a 
double zero in (01, 6). At the same point two consecutive quasi-derivatives of 
Cl% + CP&l 3 which are not given in (2), vanish. 
If 2Q , 2$+x have zeros of odd multiplicities at the same point, they satisfy 
(L,u,)(c) = (L,u~+,)(c) = 0, 0 < t < 2m. If we choose clui + cauifl = 
(i;Blil+l~i+l)(~)z~i - (Lsm+l~i)(~)~C+l , once again two quasi-derivatives of 
Cl% + CgUifl , which are not given in (2), vanish at c. 
So, N,(c,u, + c~u~+~) > n + 2 and, by Lemma 2, S(L(c,ui + c2ui+J) > 
S(c,u, + cau,.+J + 2. If we repeat the proof of (28), we obtain 
This contradicts (26), therefore between two changes of sign of ui in (a, 6) there 
must be a change of sign of tlli+l . The same argument shows that between two 
changes of sign of uitl in (a, 6) there must be a change of sign of ui and the proof 
of the theorem is completed. 
A similar separation property may be proved for the zeros of the quasi- 
derivatives L,ui and L,u,+~ which are not given in (2). 
The method by which (28) was proved will be used also in the proof of the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 5. The fzonzero real eigenvalues of (2) are simple zeros of the 
determinant A(h). 
Proof. The determinant A(X) is connected with the solution y(x, h) by 
A(x) = fLjIy(b, X). If X f 0 is a multiple zero of A(h) then Ljly(b, h) = 
(a/ah) LjIy(b, X) = 0, so also Lj,(a/ax) y(b, X) = 0. If (L,y)(x,) = 0 is one of the 
boundary conditions of (lo), then L,y(x, , X) = 0 holds for every X and so 
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L,(Bjk%)y(si, A) = 0. Thus, if h is a multiple zero of d(A), the function 
(C/ax) y(x: A) satisfies the b oundary conditions of (2). For short, we denote 
y(.x, A) by y and (a/ax) y(x, A) by y,, . 
Differentiating equation (I) with respect to A, we obtain 
LYh + M4 Yh + p(.r) y = 0. 
It is clear from this equation that y,+ is not a constant multiple of the eigen- 
function y. We choose a linear combination f = cly + ~sy,~ such that one of its 
quasi-derivatives, which is not given in (2), vanishes at one of the endpoints n, b. 
We shall prove first that 
S(Y) > S(f) = ShY + W,I)~ (33) 
The function f satisfies NJf) > n + 1 and hence, by Lemma 2, S&f) > 
S(f) + 1. But 
Lf = WIY + C,YJ = cd--hPY) t cd--@y, - py) = --Ap[(c, + c&y + c& 
therefore the functionf, = (cr + c,/h) y + cZyh satisfies S(‘jr) 3 S(j) + 1. fr is 
also a linear combination of y and yn and it satisfies the conditions of (2). Thus 
NJfr) > n and again by Lemma 2, S&r) 3 S(S;). Repeating this process m 
times, we obtain 
s ((Cl + 7) y + CIYA) > *.* 3 SK) 2 S(f) + 1, 
or, what is equivalent, 
s((%+ ?)Y + ?YA) 3 S(f) + 1‘ 
By the argument which was used in the proof of (28), we obtain that S&J = 
S(y) for sufficiently large tn. Now (33) follows from S(y) = S(fJ > S(f) f i. 
To prove the theorem we obtain an inequality which contradicts (33). Let 
g?lt =(~-+)Y++$Y”. 
When m -+ cc,g, --z -(cJX) y and as before we have S(g,J = S(y) for sufficiently 
large m. 
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g,, satisfies N,(gm) > n, hence S&g,,) > S(g,). Here 
Lg, = -xp[(+-++-$)y+~yA]. 
Repeating m times this process we obtain 
or 
b . . . > s (( 
+-++ -+ + SY) b %i%n) = S(Y). :A 
ShY + CSYJ 2 S(Y). 
This inequality contradicts (33) and the proof of the theorem is completed. 
COROLLARY 5. The bgenvalue hi is a dz$ferentiable function of the boundary 
poiltts and it depends cmtinuously on the coe@ciznt p(x). 
Proof. hi is a simple zero of A(X) and d(h) is a differentiable function of xt . 
The differentiability of A,(%,) follows by the implicit functions theorem. Since 
d(A) depends continuously on P(X), the same holds for hi by the intermediate 
value property. 
5. TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Now we consider the boundary value problem (3), where all the boundary 
conditions are given at the two endpoints a and b. For these boundary conditions, 
the formulation of our results is simpler. The eigenfunctions and their quasi- 
derivatives may have only simple zeros in (a, b). In particular, the i-th eigen- 
function, ui , has exactly i - 1 simple zeros in (a, b). For i > Z, N(uJ = n 
and by Lemma 1, L,Ui has one simple zero between two consecutive zeros of 
L,-,ui in [a, b] and these are the only zeros of L,ui in (a, b). Thus, in the proof of 
Lemma 2, inequality (8) becomes an equality, and so 
or 
S(L,uJ = S(uJ + N&Q) - h 
S(L+J = (i - 1) + Nh(Ui) - 12. (34) 
Here, S(L,UJ is equal to the number of zeros of L,zl, in (a, b). Since no 
boundary conditions are given at points of (a b), Nh(zci) is the number of the 
boundary conditions imposed in (3) onLay,..., L,+,y and it does not depend on Ui. 
Our next result concerns the effect of a change in the boundary conditions of 
(3) on the eigenvalues. 
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THEOREM 6. Given the boundary vale problem (3) with the eigenaalues A, , 
i = 1, 2,... . Consider the boundary values problem 
LY + APWY = 0, 
&y)(a) = 0, i E (il ,..., &J, (35) 
(&Y>(b) = 0, j E {A ,...,.L~, 
where il > iI ,..., jnpk 3 j,-, and at least one inequality is strict. Denote its 
eigenvahes by & , i = 1, 2 ,... . Then 
and 
ifh,#O. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the indices i1 ,..., i, 
and j, ,..., jnwk are arranged in increasing order. Clearly it is enough to prove the 
theorem when (35) is obtained from (3) by transferring one boundary condition 
from a certain quasi-derivative in (3) to its consecutive quasi-derivative. So 
assume that the boundary condition (L,-ly)(b) = 0, 0 < j - 1 < n - 2, of 
(3) is replaced by (L,y)(b) = 0 (which h as not appeared in (3)) to obtain (35). 
First it will be proved that if 1 independent eigenfunctions correspond to the 
eigenvalue X = 0 in (3) then at least I eigenfunctions correspond to X = 0 in (35). 
That is, if 0 = & = . ..=X.#hl+,thenO=%=...=X,. 
Assume that (3) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5 for the 1 indices r1 ,..., I’~ .
We shall prove that (35) satisfies the same assumptions at least for 
1 indices. 
LetPi<j- 1 <ritlforsomeO~i~Z,wherei=OmeansO~j- 1 <r, 
and i = 1 means rI < j - 1 < n. Since no boundary condition is imposed on 
L,i+I-ly, and since j < n - 2, we have ri < j - 1 < rifl - 1. By Lemma 5 at 
least j - i boundary conditions are posed in (3) on Z&y,..., Lj-ly. Two cases will 
be considered separately. 
(a) If more than j - i boundary conditions are posed in (3) on Lay,..., LjeIy, 
then, when one condition is transferred from I&y to I&y, still at least j - i 
conditions are posed on L,y,..., L,-,y in (35). So by Lemma 5, (35) has eigen- 
functions which correspond to h = 0 for the indices I*~ ,..., r1 and for no other 
indices. Thus the same number of eigenftmctions belong to X = 0 in (3) and in 
(35). 
(b) NOW we assume that exactly j - i boundary conditions are imposed in (3) 
on L,y ,..., Li,y. When we replace the condition (L,-,y>(b) = 0 by (L,y)(b) = 0, 
only j - i - 1 conditions are posed on L,y,...,L+,y. Therefore the index j 
satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5 and (35) h as 
X$i atyt 7 
an eigenfunction of the form 
a+, # 0. On the other hand, when i < I, the index riil does not 
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satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5 for (35). Because exactly rifl - (i + 1) 
conditions are posed in (3) on L,y,..., L,,+,-ly and so L$y,..., L,,+,-ly satisfy 
exactly (ri+r - i - 1) - (j - i) = r.;+r - j - 1 of these conditions. The same 
pi+r - j quasi-derivatives satisfy ri+l - j conditions of (35), so ri+r does not 
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 5. Now it is easily checked that ri+a satisfies 
the assumptions of Lemma 5 and that the remaining indices are not affected at 
all by the change. So when j < rz , X = 0 has the same number of eigenfunctions 
for (3) and for (35), only the index P~+~ is replaced by j. If i = I, i.e. rl < j - I < 
n - 1, then, while (3) h as ei e 2 ‘g nf unctions corresponding to h = 0, (35) has an 
(I + 1)th eigenfunction x’,L’, a,,,+,y, for the same eigenvalue. Thus, we have 
proved that (35) has in all cases at least as many eigenfunctions which belong to 
h = 0 as (3) has. 
If xi # 0 is an eigenvalue of (35), then also the corresponding eigenvalue of (3), 
hi , is different from zero. Now, the nonzero eigenvalues of (3) were characterized 
by the simple zeros of L,ly(x, A) which enter (a, b) through 6. Of course, the 
same may be done also by the zeros of L&(x, A), where i(x, A) is the unique 
solution of (lo), when now the condition (Lip,y)(b) = 0 is deleted instead of 
(L,,y)(b) = 0. Then the nonzero eigenvalues of (3) are obtained when simple 
zeros of Lj-,9(x, A) enter (a, b) through b, while the nonzero eigenvalues of (35) 
are obtained when simple zeros ofL,?(.r, A) enter (a, b). 
In order to prove that [ xi 1 < j Ai 1, it is enough to show that Li$(x, Xi) has 
more simple zeros in (a, b) than Lj$(x, xi) has. Indeed, by (34), the eigenfunction 
5(x, Ai) of (3) and the eigenfunction 5(x, xi) of (35) satisfy 
and 
S(LjKx, A,)) = (i - 1) + Ni(j(.r, Xi)) - j. 
But 
Nj(j(x~ 4)) = Nj(f(x, L)) + 1, 
since L,&(6, Ai) = 0 adds I to the sum N&$(X, Ai)) while L,$(b, xi) = 0 does 
not affect 1Vj(5(x, &)). Th ere f ore S(L,j(x, A,)) > S(L,s(x, x,)) and the inequality 
1 xi [ < 1 Xi j is proved. 
Remark. It is easily seen that for every h f 0, between two consecutive 
zeros of Li-l$(x, A) there is exactly one simple zero of L,?(x, A). Therefore 
between two simple zeros of Lj-l$(x, A) w ic enter (a, b), exactly one simple h’ h 
zero of Lij(x, A) enters (a, b). So when (3) and (35) differ only by one boundary 
condition, then between two nonzero eigenvalues of (3) there is exactly one 
eigenvalue of (35). Repeating this argument we obtain that there exist a constant 
WZ, which depends only on the indices il ,..., j,-, and ir ,..., Jnex: , such that the 
nonzero eigenvalues of (3) and (35) satisfy 
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EXAMPLE. The eigenvalues of y” + hy = 0 which belong to different 
boundq conditions are the following: The boundary conditions y(O) = y(v) = 0 
have the eigenvalues A, = i”, y(0) = y’(rj = 0 haye the eigenvalues xi = 
(i - 1/2)z and y’(O) = y’(r) = 0 have the eigenvalues A, = (z - 1)2 i = 1, 3,... D 
COROLLARY 6. The ith eigenvalue of (3) is minimal for the bomdary conditions. 
WjY)(a> = 0, n-k<i<n-1; 
&Y>(b) = 0, k<j<n-1, 
(36) 
and it is maximal for the boundary conditions of (3). 
For the boundaqi conditions (36), min(k, ~z - k) independent eigenfunctions 
belong to X = 0. Hence, for (3), at most [n/2] . d p in e en en eigen.functions ma): d t 
belong to the eigenvalue h = 0. 
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